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Classics Week brings Ancient Greece and Rome to campus 
Last week from April 10-14, the Lawrence University Classics Department celebrated its annual Classics Week. The week included presentations by students and fac-ulty to educate Lawrence students on the study of classical history and languages.“[Classics Week] is partly a chance for us to have fun as a department and partly a chance for us to reach out to the rest of the Lawrence community,” com-mented Assistant Professor of Classics Adriana Brook. “Classics has connections with so many different depart-ments and disciplines and it’s nice to have an excuse to renew those relationships. This year involved collaborations with the Wriston Galleries, Gaming House and Prescribed Escape Productions (a student-run theatre group), as well as a symposium discussion that brought together students and faculty from all across cam-pus.”The symposium, held on Monday, April 10 in the Warch Campus Center, was focused on Greece and Rome in the Fine Arts. This included a roundtable dis-cussion with faculty from various departments, including Associate Professor of Music Joanne Metcalf, Bonnie Glidden Buchanan 
Professor of English Literature and Associate Professor of English Timothy Spurgin, Uihlein Fellow of Studio Art Meghan Sullivan and two current classics majors, seniors Sarah Perret-Goluboff and Max Lavery.  On Tuesday evening, the 2014 
film “Hercules” starring Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson was shown in the Warch Campus Center Cinema. The film was preceded by an introduction by Brook. In the Wriston Art Galleries, an Ancient Coin Petting Zoo was held on Wednesday. The theme of the event was the history of 
ancient coinage. The event fea-tured coins from the Ottilia Buerger ‘38 Collection of Ancient Byzantine Coins, a collection which has been featured in many Classics Week events through the years. A Greco-Roman Game Night was held on Thursday evening 
in Gaming House. Students were invited to play ancient-themed board games and decorate their own Greek hoplite shield cookies.The week culminated on Friday with a reading of the play “The Lysistrata” by Aristophanes 
Allegra Taylor
News Editor
______________________
Panel discusses ethical global engagement 
On Tuesday April 11, GlobeMed at Lawrence hosted a panel on ethical global engage-ment in the Esch Hurvis room of the Warch Campus Center. The panelists included Professor of French and Milwaukee-Downer College and College Endowment Association Eilene Hoft-March, Stephen Edward Scarff Professor of International Affairs and Associate Professor of Government Jason Brozek, Visiting Scarff Professor of International Affairs Christopher Murray, George and Marjorie Olsen Chandler Professor of Music Janet Anthony and Visiting Professor of Anthropology Ilil Benjamin. Seniors Clarissa Frayn and Deepankar Tripurana moder-ated the panel. The event lasted from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.GlobeMed at Lawrence is a student group focused on edu-cation, partnership and advo-
cacy for global health. They are a part of the national GlobeMed network started at Northwestern University that includes chapters at over 58 universities. GlobeMed at Lawrence’s partner is the Health Development Initiative in Rwanda, a non-governmental, non-profit organization founded by a group of Rwandan physicians. GlobeMed at Lawrence supports their partner through various fun-draisers throughout the year and sends student interns to Rwanda to assist in projects developed by the Health Development Initiative. The group also holds events such as panels, documentary showings and lectures to increase aware-ness of global health issues. Tripurana, a GlobeMed mem-ber who helped organize the event, discussed how the panel-ists were contacted for the event. “Many of the professors on the panel were actually suggested by [Executive Board] members of GlobeMed at meetings. When I contacted the original list of pro-fessors, some of them … referred me to other possible professors. After a long process of getting 
different professors contacted, we finally had a panel list ready to go.”The panel focused on ques-tions of ethical engagement in international service-learning. Panelists gave short introductions on their experiences with service-learning and their general insights on working abroad. The panelists came from diverse backgrounds in service learning. Professor Hoft-March has directed Lawrence’s Fracophone Seminar in Dakar, Senegal and Professor Brozek has coordinated Lawrence’s Sustainable China program. As a cellist, Professor Anthony has performed throughout Haiti and has taught music programs in Haiti along with other Lawrence students and faculty. Visiting Professor Benjamin teaches a course in medical humanitarian-ism and has studied humanitar-ian encounters between Sudanese and Eritrean asylum seekers in Israel. Visiting Professor Murray has served the U.S. Department of State in Lebanon, Syria, Algeria and the Republic of the Congo.After introductions, the moderators asked questions to 
the panelists. Questions posed included, “What are ethical issues that come about when privileged organizations and individuals with resources attempt to help marginalized communities that they don’t know much about?,” “What are the hallmarks of a sus-tainable relationship between a marginalized community in need of help and the external body of power that has the resources to help?” and “What are lessons you have for students and other young volunteers who wish to go abroad to help various vulnerable com-munities through health, educa-tion, construction?” Time for audi-ence questions was given halfway through the moderators’ pre-pre-pared questions and at the end of the discussion.Tripurana said, “The students who attended the event were very critically minded and asked fan-tastic questions that even made the panelists pause to think about what they were going to say.” He continued, “An engaged audience was our best case scenario for this event and that is what we got, so I’m really happy that happened.”
Most of the attendees were students. Some asked the pan-elists about working in another culture, preparing for work abroad, discerning ethical non-governmental organizations and perspectives on gender abroad. Panelists emphasized awareness of cultural perspectives that visi-tors bring with them abroad and noted the necessity for foreign aid groups to ask communities about their needs instead of assuming outside aid organizers have a comprehensive understanding of how best to serve a community. Tripurana commented, “being critically minded and ask-ing the right questions are great ways of getting the most you can at panel events.” He went on to say, “Students should also engage with faculty more and get them on other panel-type events so that the Lawrence Community as a whole can rediscover the tal-ent that already exists on campus whether it is from inquisitive stu-dents or hardworking professors. There is a lot of knowledge and wisdom on this campus, I just wish we extracted it more.”
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer
____________________
The final event of the week was a reading of Aristophanes’ “The Lysistrata”
Photo by Luke Payne.
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VenezuelaA military parade was held in Venezuela on Tuesday, April 11 to help celebrate the Battle of San Felix, one of the major events leading to Venezuela’s independence from the Spanish 200 years ago. As night fell and President Nicolas Maduro rode through town in an open-top jeep, the parade took a dark turn. Protesters began to throw eggs and trash at the president. State-run broadcaster VTV was showing a live stream of the parade and cut out as the pro-test started, but social media videos caught the rest of the protest. Venezuela is currently suffering a crippling econom-ic crisis and the citizens are dealing with national food and medicine shortages. This pro-test comes as only the latest of many others that have been shaking the country since the beginning of April, calling for the president’s resignation and for the government to set a date for the state elections, which have been delayed.  
RussiaRussia’s most famous cam-paigning newspaper appealed to Moscow for protection last Friday. The newspaper, Novaya Gazeta, published a danger-ous article this month. The article claimed that authori-ties in the Chechen Republic have rounded up over 100 gay men and tortured them, resulting in several deaths. The Chechen Republic’s Russian-backed president, Ramzan Kadyrov, denies allegations of human rights violations. His spokesman Alvi Karimov called Novaya’s report “an absolute lie” and went on to say that there were no gay men in the Chechen Republic to be perse-cuted. The Chechen Republic’s Muslim clerics were outraged by the report and released a statement containing the promise that “retribution will catch up with the hate-mon-gers wherever and whoever they are and with no statute of limitations,” prompting Novaya Gazeta’s editor to appeal to Moscow for protection. 
ItalyLast Friday was a hectic yet sol-emn day for the Italian coast guard, who aided a rescue of about 2,074 migrants from out of the Mediterranean Sea. Many were fleeing from sub-Saharan coun-tries. The coast guard confirmed that one person died before they could be rescued. “The sea con-tinues to be a graveyard,” Doctors Without Borders tweeted in response to the events of the day. But this collaboration by many groups made sure the casualties were limited. A Migrant Offshore Aid Station ship, the Phoenix, res-cued 164 people in a single trip. Darrin Zammit Lupi, a Reuters photographer who was on board the Phoenix, stated, “In 19 years of covering migration stories, I have never experienced anything like today.”
FranceThe upcoming French election is looking too close to be called. A poll published on Friday, April 14 shows only a 3% voter difference between the top four candidates. This is less than the margin of error of at least one of the polls, meaning any of them could win or draw. If the April 23 vote is inconclusive, the election may go to a runoff on May 7. Investors are beginning to worry about the possibility of a runoff elec-tion between far-right candidate Marine Le Pen and hard-left chal-lenger Jean-Luc Melenchon. The future of France and of Europe hangs in the balance, as two of the candidates would pull France out of the EU if elected. As tensions rise, all eyes look to April 23.   
AfghanistanUp to 36 suspected ISIS militants were killed in Afghanistan on Thursday, April 13 by the “mother of all bombs,” the largest non-nuclear bomb ever used in com-bat. President Trump authorized this strike to target a known underground ISIS base. There is controversy on whether civilians were killed along with the ISIS militants. Sarab, a resident of the area where the bomb was deto-nated, said, “There is no way that civilians were still living there,” as the area had been temporarily controlled by ISIS. However, a par-liamentarian from Nangarhar said locals told him that one teacher and his young son were killed in the attack. This is the latest in the United States’ intense ongo-ing bombing of ISIS militants throughout Syria.
Compiled by Ben Hollenstein
World   News
LaunchLU was held this Saturday. This year’s winners were sophomore George Mavrakis with CStar and seniors 
Felix Henriksson, Ryan Eardley and Mattias Söderqvist with FA Analytics. 
Photo by Emily Midyette.
BIG PICTURE small spaceApplications for field 
experience in Jamaica 
being accepted
Associate Professor of History Jake Frederick, Edwin & Ruth West Professor of Economics and Social Science and Professor of Government Claudena Skran and J. Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis Professor of Theatre and Drama Timothy X. Troy, are now accepting applications for a field experience in Jamaica trip planned for Spring Break in 2018. The trip will give students the chance to pursue independent or collaborative research projects while engaging with the environ-ment, industry, history, culture, music and theater of Jamaica. To apply, students must submit their applications to the Briggs Hall Office by May 10. The field experience teach-ing model has become a hallmark of the Lawrence experience over the last 10 years. Many students participate in field experiences as an aspect of their D-Term cours-es while others engage with this model in combination with prepa-ratory coursework. The field experience in Jamaica involves preparatory courses meant to support stu-dents’ experiences with back-ground information and to help them to define their research projects. These courses include one 6-unit preparatory course during Fall or Winter Term and one 3-unit course in both Winter and Spring Term.  “While it’s something that we do together and we do get to know each other really well, it’s also really an opportunity to pursue an interest on your own,” said Skran. By accepting a group of stu-dents with different academic interests, the professors hope to 
Photo by Allegra Taylor.
Visiting Scarff 
Professor of 
International Affairs 
Christopher Murray 
‘75 discussed 
Trump’s foreign 
policy challenges in 
a lecture on Monday, 
April 17
Students compete in LaunchLU
Hannah Birch
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
in Memorial Hall. The reading of “The Lysistrata” has been a part of Classics Week at Lawrence in the past and is a comedic account of how the women of Greece with-hold sex to force the men into negotiating a peaceful end to the Peloponnesian War.Classics Week remains a longstanding tradition at Lawrence and its success this year is a reminder of the continued relevance of classical studies. “I think Professor Segrest put it best when he was talking about the role Classics has played in his own poetry,” said Brooks. “The kind of slow, deliber-ate thinking you have to do when working in Greek and Latin, that practice you develop when you spend a lot of time with ancient texts, promotes a specific kind of depth of understanding that is hard to achieve in any other way. And, of course, the thinkers of the ancient world expressed ideas about political community, ethics, human connection and the joys and sorrows of being alive that are still deeply relevant in our modern lives.”
gather a group of students with a variety of interests. Led by profes-sors in the history, government and theater departments, the pro-gram will focus on interdisciplin-ary learning experiences that are very relevant to students inter-ested in the professors’ respective disciplines. However, students of all majors can get something out of the experience.To receive an application and to get more information about the program, students should email one of the leading professors. 
Classics Week
continued from page 1
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The Hat Trick
“Shopping”
“Rising Din”
Excerpts from an overactive imagination.
 a serial story written by the Creative Writing Club. 
Blemy raised his head and looked around, dazed from the length and intensity of his sobs. 
What should I do now? he wondered. I can’t go on with my 
life. I just murdered my best friend. He had heard about what hap-pened to murderers. But he had never imagined himself as one of them. Well, there was noth-ing else to do. He had killed, and he had to face the consequences. That was all there was to it. He stood up, ignoring the hat that had fallen off when he curled up. For a single moment, he hesitated. Then he took a deep breath and walked calmly to the ship’s security office, where he turned himself in to the shocked security guards. —I need my daughter. I need 
my revenge. And I shall have it.—Tel strode down the ship corridor, enjoying a smoothie he had purchased upstairs. A pair of guards racing by in the other direction interrupted him in the middle of a long, satisfied slurp. “Got some crazy witch up on deck two! Looks like she blew up a room!” one of them yelled as he buttoned on his coat. “And right after Blemy killed the doctor too! What the devil is happening here today?” Tel turned to look inter-estedly at them, then continued on his way, slurping his smooth-ie. Nothing else interrupted his walk, but he noticed that a small girl had stolen an engineer’s cap and was wearing it around. Oh well. Someone else’s problem.The man on the medical table thrashed and screamed while crew members scurried around. The second in command, Bir, stood over him. “We don’t know what to do! It’s some sort of magical side effect, but his friend is just staring at the wall and whispering about rabbits, so we have no idea what!” Bir ran his hand through his hair. “Doc would know. Damn it Blemy, how could you?” The crew members could only watch helplessly as the screams turned to whimpers, and then stopped altogether. Bir took off his hat and bowed his head, then left the room, shut-ting the door carefully behind him. “That’s the third prevent-able death in the last day. And right after losing Doc. It’s like we’re cursed. These accidents are getting out of hand,” he remarked 
to no one in particular, and strode away to inform the captain. A man holding an empty jumbo smoothie cup with a sad face turned at his words to look curiously after him, then shrugged and continued on his way. 
—What is this? Where am 
I?—
—I need to find my daughter. 
I need— 
—Why? Why did this hap-
pen? I was just showing off my 
new magic trick, and now—
—Machinery accident? 
That’s not fair! I’m an expert navi-
gator! It shouldn’t be like this! I 
need to finish my book—
—Get revenge—
—Say goodbye to my girl-
friend—
—WHAT IS HAPPENING?“I said, where did you get that hat?” Glinda said in the slow, frustrated tone of someone who has just had to repeat something at least twice.“Oh, this? My daughter found it, and so I took it and now I’m wearing it,” Jack stuttered. “And you put it on? It might have lice,” she scolded with the immediate reaction honed through years of having to look out for those less capable than herself. What was this woman say-ing? Why was she scolding him? Why, this was his wife, Glinda! Why was he calling her ‘this woman’? How could he have not recognized her?“What’s wrong now?” she asked, with some alarm. “You look absolutely horrified. Lice aren’t all that bad, there are potions and—”“I, uh, have to go—” Jack stuttered as he turned and ran away. He wasn’t thinking clearly. There were too many thoughts to keep straight. They filled his head, threatening to drown out his own. I just want it to stop! 
Make them all stop! In despera-tion, Jack hit his head against the wall in the hallway. The des-peration swelled within him. He kept hitting his head, harder and harder. The force of the blow dis-lodged the hat and knocked it to the floor. Oh God, what am I 
doing? he thought in sudden real-ization and panic. But it was far too late. He slid to the floor. The hat lay beside him, a new voice entering the silent cacophony.
SCENE: Whole Foods store. Rela-
tively empty, Lorraine is pushing a 
cart around as MATT follows.MATT: Whining Why did you wake me up for this?
LORRAINE ignores him.MATT: It’s 8 o’clock in the morn-ing, Lor. Why did you wake me up for this?MATT: Lor—LORRAINE: Matthew, I will cas-trate you.
MATT purses his lips.LORRAINE: You don’t have any food. You know you don’t have any food. She turns to face him Why don’t you have any food?MATT: Shrugging You have food.
LORRAINE frowns.LORRAINE: No, I don’t have food. You ate my food, Matthew. She 
turns away and grabs something 
off the shelf So now you’re buying your own.MATT: Oh, why didn’t you say that before?
LORRAINE rolls her eyes.MATT: Hey! Wait, how am I gonna buy this? I don’t have any money.LORRAINE: That’s not my prob-lem, Matthew. I have jobs lined up for you, but you’re too chicken 
to take them.MATT: Seri—
LORRAINE gasps and ducks be-
hind a soup display.MATT: What are you doing, Lor-raine?LORRAINE: *Whispering as she 
spider-walks behind MATT Did he see me?MATT: Did who? What, Lorraine? 
He scans the storeLORRAINE: Hitting his leg Shhh, don’t look!MATT: Shh? Raine, what is wrong with you?LORRAINE: Nothing. Let’s go… check out! Let’s check out.
LORRAINE crawls back down 
the aisle as MATT looks on with 
exasperation.MATT: Raine, I am not walking out of here with you crawling like that.LORRAINE: Come on, Matthew. We just have to go!MATT: The cart is still empty, though.LORRAINE: Ah, well, we can come back later.MATT: Hmm, I have never seen you this nervous before.LORRAINE: You’ve known me for, like, two months.
MATT: Four.LORRAINE: Same difference.MATT: Ohhhhh….LORRAINE: Stops crawling What? 
MATT smiles.MATT: Hello, Ian.
LORRAINE scrambles to get up 
and leans against a shelf.IAN: Hey, Matt. Lorraine.LORRAINE: Hiya! We were just leaving.IAN: Oh. Uh, bye, I guess.MATT: Actually, we need a few more things, right Lorraine?LORRAINE: Nope, I said we were just leaving. Ten seconds ago. That statement still stands.MATT: How about I go grab it, and you keep Ian company.LORRAINE: Matthew-MATT: I’ll be right back.
He leaves.IAN: So, how ha-LORRAINE: Matt was wrong. I have to go. See you later.
She walks away quickly, exiting 
the store.IAN: Okay, then. Guess I’ll con-tinue shopping.
THE END
Tia Colbert
Staff Writer
_________________________________
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Girls’ track is to be a team sport, according to a decision made by the W.A.A. board at a meeting held Monday in the rooms of Miss Mary H. Fretts, president of the board.Individuals winning first, second, and third place will be awarded 20, 15 and 10 points respectively towards the Winner cup: but each winner will be cred-ited only with the highest single place she has won. The class total-ing the highest number of individ-ual points will win the meet and receive twenty points towards the cup. The individual scoring the highest total will receive five extra 
points.
 My ResponseTimes change and so do ath-letics. This weekend, the Women’s and Men’s track teams will take the field at St. Norbert College to compete for Lawrence’s glory. In 1927, this was not the case – Lawrence fielded only a men’s varsity track team. It is impor-tant to remember that things we for granted today have not always been available to all in the past.In addition to serving as a reminder of the history of gen-dered athletics at Lawrence, this article harkens back to a time when 
inter-class athletics were present at Lawrence. The 1927 establish-ment of Girl’s Track as a sport at Lawrence was not the birth of an intercollegiate team. Instead, track meets were held between the different grades at Lawrence for both men and women. While intramural competitions are still present at Lawrence, inter-class athletics have fallen by the way-side. With the popularity of intra-murals, I believe that Lawrence has a place for inter-class athletics today. Who wouldn’t want to fight for their year through the good old-fashioned rigors of athletics?
After a strong start to the out-door season at the Private College Championships, the Lawrence University men’s and women’s track and field teams headed up to St. Norbert College on Thursday, April 13th for the St. Norbert Twilight. The men took third in a stacked field of nine with 105 points while the women were ninth out of eleven with 25 points. Outside of the team scores, there were a lot of strong individual performances: “I thought a lot of people had amazing performanc-es and it was a good confidence booster for the rest of the season” said freshman Joe Kortenhof. On the men’s side of the com-petition, freshman Noah Shea took second in the triple jump 
with a jump of 43 feet, 8.75 inches and was also fourth in the 200-meter dash with a time of 23.21. In the hurdle events, sophomore Dan Sandacz took fifth in both the 110 meter hurdles and the 400 meter hurdles. He ran 16.68 in the 110 hurdles and 59.32 in the 400 meter hurdles. In the distance events, the Vikings had three men place in the top five of the 1500-meter run led by Kortenhof who took second with a time of 4:22.96. Sophomore Ben Schaefer was right behind him in third at 4:25.99 and junior Teddy Kortenhof took fifth with a time of 4:43.30. The Vikings also scored points in the 5000-meter run as sophomore Alec Timpe took fourth with a time of 16:55.40 and freshman Aaron Arthur was eighth running 19:45.79. In the field events, Lawrence placed 
third in the top six of the javelin. Senior Wes Hetcher was third with a throw of 147-6, sophomore Max Stahl was fourth with a throw of 146-5, and freshman Jake Ryan was sixth with a throw of 127-3. In the pole vault, the Vikings scored two as Hetcher was fourth with a vault of 12-5.5 and junior Jackson Boeh was sixth jumping 10-11.5. Lawrence also placed three in the hammer throw. The group was led by senior Jackson Straughan who took third with a throw of 149-5. Sophomore Jimmy Geraghty fol-lowed him in fifth with a toss of 118-9 and freshman Gabe Baker was eighth with a throw of 104-10. The Vikings also picked up points from freshman Tanner MacArthur as he took seventh in the high jump with a jump of 5-3. Lawrence also placed in both the 4x100 meter and 4x400 meter 
relays. The 4x100 was third with a time of 46.34 and the 4x400 was fourth in 3:40.93. On the women’s side of the competition, the Lady Vikes were well represented in the distance events. Freshman Christina Sedall took second in the 5000-meter run, running 19:29.11. Sophomore Courtney Fine took fourth in the same event with a time of 20:40.28. Senior Kate Kilgus took sixth in the 800 meter-run with a time of 2:25.61. Lawrence picked up its other points from the relays. The 4x100 meter relay took sixth circling the track in 52.89 while the 4x400 meter relay took fifth in a time of 4:20.92. “We’re starting out really well,” reflected junior Janey Degnan. “It’s been a hard block of training but we’re seeing PR’s [personal records] from a lot of 
people and morale is really high. Our first couple of meets have gone fantastically and the new members are contributing real-ly well to the team. We’re look-ing forward to the next couple of weeks of meets as we build toward conference.” The team heads back to St. Norbert for their next competi-tion on Saturday, April 22 for the St. Norbert Invitational on the road to the conference champion-ships held May 12 and 13. Each week between now and confer-ence, Lawrence will look to hone their skills in practice and com-petition so that they can achieve their goals when the lights shine brightest: conference. 
Tennis gets better by the day
The men’s tennis team has been building momentum and growing stronger and stronger as their season progresses. Two weeks ago, the Vikings (10-8, 4-2 MWC) beat Knox College (1-13, 1-4 MWC), Monmouth College (6-10, 3-2 MWC) and Illinois College (2-8, 1-3 MWC), all confer-ence foes. These victories earned Lawrence third place overall in Midwest conference standings. On April 12, Lawrence again took the court, this time against St. Norbert College. The Vikings beat the Green Knights for their fourth in-conference victory in a row.In individual play, Lawrence won four of six matches. At the No. 1 spot, Lawrence senior David Jumes beat Ben Vande Zande. At the No. 2 spot, Lawrence junior Bill Schuman-Kline threw down John Zanotti. At the No. 5 spot, Lawrence sophomore David Brooker defeated Jordan Crump. Freshman Conner Maloney clinched the match for Lawrence at No. 3 singles, beating Brady Hicks. Freshman Cade Francour and Yang Zhao rounded out Lawrence’s singles competitors. Francour fell to Alex Vandenberg at the No. 4 spot, while Matt La Violette beat Zhao at the No. 6 spot.In doubles play, the Vikings were less successful. St. Norbert 
won two of three matches. Lawrence’s sole doubles victory was sweet, however; Schuman-Kline and Jumes took down Zande and Hicks at No. 1 dou-bles. Maloney and Brooker made up Lawrence’s No. 2 pairing. Francour and sophomore Kieran Laursen played at No. 3 doubles for the Vikings.All in all, the match was a suc-cess. Taking down St. Norbert fur-ther cements the Vikings current third place ranking in conference, moving into the final week of the regular season. The Vikings hope to maintain or improve on this ranking as the top four teams in conference qualify for the confer-ence tournament.The Vikings have two match-es yet to be played before the con-ference tournament against Ripon College (0-12, 0-5 MWC) and Lake Forest College (10-10, 3-2 MWC). Both matches will be played at home on Sunday, April 23. The match against Lake Forrest is of particular interest. Lake Forrest, currently fourth overall in the Midwest conference, will be look-ing to claim a ticket to the con-ference championships. A loss to Lake Forrest could mean a poten-tial disaster for the Vikings.The conference tournament will be played in Madison, Wisc. on April 29 and 30. Given how the Vikings have been playing, they will hopefully be making the trip for victory!
Victor Nguyen
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Senior David Jumes warms up against St. Norbert’s College.
Photo by Sarah Grubbe.
Track and field is off and running, jumping and throwing
Blast From the past
Board makes girl’s track team a sport
Author:
Unknown By Teddy Kortenhof
Published:
April 22, 1927
Last Saturday, April 15 was the last home game for Lawrence’s softball team (3-7, eighth in Conference Standing) this year. The Lady Vikings took on the Lake Forest College softball team (5-3, fourth CS) on the double header game in Appleton, Wis. On the softball senior night, three seniors on the team were honored before the game.These seniors are Rheya Upadhyaya, Outfielder; Samantha Belletini, Catcher and Marisa Thackston, Infielder. They have played for the Vikings in all 26 games of this season. Upadhyaya ends the season with 21 hits and three doubles (eight hits and one double in conference) and Belletini finishes with 21 hits and five doubles (six hits and two doubles in conference). Thackston comes close with 14 hits and one double (10 hits in conference). They are and will still be an inte-gral part of the Vikings’ softball team and their contribution will always be remembered. Good luck to them in their journey ahead.Looking back to the dou-ble header against Lake Forest College, our softball team was not 
able to catch up with the energy of Lake Forest and lost both Midwest Conference games 6-1 and 7-1 at Whiting Field. Facing the much stronger team (fourth in the Conference Standing), the team was ready for a tough double header. With the support of family and friends, the Lady Vikings started the first game confidently. However, Lake Forest displayed their dominance in the opener scoring two runs in the first inning. Even when nei-ther team scored in the second inning, Lake Forest continued to add two more in the third to lead 4-0 early. Their pitcher Jenny McTague was the star of game 1, allowing five hits and a run over seven innings to get the win. The Lady Vikings finished one run in the sixth inning, ending the game with a score of 6-1. Upadhyaya went 2 H for 3 AB for the Vikings (12-14,3-7). Sophomore Lexi Angemi pitched the rest of the game after sophomore Madeline MacLean failed to get an out in the first inning. She successfully allowed seven hits and four runs while striking out three and walk-ing four.  In the next game, the Lady Vikings lost three runs in the first inning. Lake Forest’s team contin-ued to do another run in the sec-
ond and another three runs in the fourth. The Lady Vikings took one back in the fifth inning, but that was all the Vikings could do that day. Freshman Amanda Karnatz went two for three in this game and swiped a pair of bases in the whole doubleheader to push her season total to 30. The double-header ended with two losses for the Vikings: 6-1 and 7-1. This loss will affect the stand-ing of the Lady Vikings since the team will face St. Norbert (9-1, first Conference Standing) this Wednesday and the team behind, Beloit College (3-7, ninth Conference Standing) is on a win-ning streak. One encouraging fact is that the Vikings finished the home season with 50%-win rate (6-6), which is really nice even though they had faced many strong opponents. The last four games will be much harder for the team because they will have to play far from the home court. However, seeing the strong spir-it in every athlete, we can still hold on to the belief that the Lady Vikings will see better results ahead!
Softball senior night with a doubleheader
Teddy Kortenhof
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Correction
In the April 14 issue, the photo for the “Tennis slams to third 
in conference” article was mistakenly credited to Sarah Grubbe. 
The photo was taken by Victor Nguyen.
L E T ’ S  G O,  L AW R E N C E !
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STANDINGS
SOFTBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
St. Norbert 9-1 11-11 
Illinois 9-3 15-9 
Cornell 7-3 19-7 
Monmouth 8-4 15-12
Lake Forest 5-3 14-12 
Grinnell 4-6 8-16
Ripon 4-6 9-19 
Lawrence 3-7 12-14 
Beloit 3-7 6-22 
Knox 0-12 1-19 
  
BASEBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
South
Grinnell 9-3 16-9 
Cornell 5-3 9-13
Monmouth 4-4 11-12 
Knox 3-5 10-11
Illinois 3-9 8-18 
North
St. Norbert 6-2 16-8
Beloit 4-3-1 9-15-1
Ripon 4-4 5-19
Lawrence 1-6-1 4-19-1
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
Grinnell 5-0 12-9 
Cornell 4-1 14-10 
Lawrence 4-2 10-8 
Lake Forest 3-2 10-10 
Monmouth 3-2 6-10
Illinois 2-3 3-8
St. Norbert  2-4 7-7 
Knox 1-5 1-14 
Ripon 0-5 0-12 
Brandon Klar & Travis Weber
Baseball
Daniel Wear
Ultimate Frisbee
This week I sat down 
with two baseball captains, 
junior Travis Weber and senior 
Brandon Klar, to discuss the end-
ing of their season as well as the 
upcoming seasons. Fellow junior 
Kyle Deux was unable to join us.
Arianna Cohen: With only three seniors, your team is quite young. How do you encourage all the young players day by day?
Travis Weber: We are a very young team with a lot of talent, so we encourage the young guys to keep working hard by talking about what we can become as a team if we all do our part.
Brandon Klar: The young players are actually quite driven them-selves. They definitely make our jobs easier in terms of getting guys prepared for practice and games. Each and every one of the younger players wants to get better on a daily basis.
AC: How was the transition from players to captains?
TW: The transition was pretty easy.  I became a captain after my freshman season, and during my first season as a captain, our team was primarily sophomores with only a few freshmen, so I think it was really beneficial for me to get a year of experience as a captain under my belt before this season where we have a lot more freshmen.
BK: You know, again, that was also pretty easy with the guys we have on this team. They make being a captain fun and easy. 
AC: What are your team goals going into the end of the season?
TW: We just want to finish the season playing good baseball so that we can create some momentum going into next season.BK: I’d really like the team to compete to the best of its ability. We have certainly not played our best baseball recently and I have no doubt the team can turn it around and finish the year strong. 
AC: With only four home games left, Brandon, how are you feeling about the end of your baseball career? 
BK: I’m honestly really going to miss it all. My career isn’t exactly ending the way I had dreamed of (with the broken hand and all), but there is no group of guys I would rather play my last season with. I’m definitely a little sad about it all and will miss the team and the game, but I’m just trying to have as much fun as I can until it ends. 
AC: Travis, what are you looking forward to most in your final season? 
TW: Even if we don’t win the game, being around the guys is awesome, so I am looking forward to playing another season with these guys. Also, as I said before, we have a very young but extremely talented team, so I am looking forward to seeing how everyone improves going into next year and how good this team becomes.  I think that this team can make a serious run at the conference tournament next year so I am really excited for that.
Senior Daniel Wear threw 
his fifth career game winning 
point this weekend at the section-
als tournament for the ultimate 
frisbee team. In his four years at 
Lawrence, Wear has set multiple 
team records: assists (180), points 
(60) and turnovers (349). The ulti-
mate team looked to make it to 
regionals after a successful spring 
break trip but barely missed com-
ing third overall in the tournament.
Shane Farrell: How does it feel being done with your college ultimate career?
Daniel Wear: It’s definitely an interesting feeling, I haven’t quite processed it all yet. I am sure as the term goes on and I see the new leadership taking hold I definitely will be able to finalize that in my mind. I’m excited to see what the future holds for this team. 
SF: How do you feel you and the team played?
DW: Sectionals was definitely a tough experience. I think the team didn’t quite reach the ceiling we set for ourselves. I think my personal play was reflected on the play of the team. While there was some good playing throughout the day, I think everyone wants to end on a high note. Unfortunately our team was not able to do that. 
SF: Over the last 4 years, do you have any memories that particularly stand out?
DW: It is always fun to push yourself and try to make a new play that you haven’t done before, whether it be a throw or a diving play on defense. My favorite memories are definitely every year at spring break. It is a great way to combine a relaxing week away from Lawrence and away from the Midwest with a good playing experience against teams we don’t usually face during the regular season. 
SF: Why should people come support or even join the Frisbee team?
DW: People should definitely come out and join the Frisbee team! It doesn’t matter if you’ve never played before, most of the guys on the team never played until coming to Lawrence. It is a super fun and relaxed sport with a great group of people. If you want a nice team dynamic without the rigors of a true sport, and want some exercise, join Frisbee. 
SF: Will you continue playing after you graduate?
DW: Definitely! I’m looking at couple club teams in Madison and Chicago to try out for because that is the next level up for college graduates. And if for some reason I don’t make those, I will look for a rec league to curb my desires. Statistics are courtesy of www.midwestconference.org 
and  April. 19, 2017
Upcoming 
Events
Track and FieldSaturday, April 22 at 10:30 a.m. at Schneider Stadium
Men’s TennisSunday, April 23 at 9 a.m. vs. Ripon & Lake Forest
BaseballFriday, April 21 at 11 a.m. at Woodside ComplexSaturday, April 22 at 11 a.m. at Woodside ComplexSunday, April 23 at 10 a.m. at Woodside Complex
SoftballSaturday, April 22 at 1 p.m. at Knox CollegeSunday, April 23 at 1 p.m. at Illinois College
Photo courtesy of Brandon Klar Photo by Shane Farrell
Captains
Corner
Viking of the 
Week
Arianna Cohen
Co-Sports Editor
_____________________________________
Shane Farrell
Co-Sports Editor
_____________________________________
Freshman Brad Olson throws a pitch. Freshman standout Emilia Jackson winds up for a pitch.
Photos by Sarah Grubbe.
Sports in photos
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This column is devoted to sharing stu-
dent and faculty input on the various majors 
offered at Lawrence. The goal is to highlight 
areas of study that are not well known and to 
provide undecided students an inside look at 
things they may want to study.Here at Lawrence University, the many areas of study are not limited to the bound-aries of its subject matter. This way of thinking applies in more ways than one to the Theatre Arts degree offered on campus. Learning how to weave theatrical stories requires knowledge pertaining to every aspect of how that story is created. In doing this, Lawrence University’s Theatre Arts department teaches about more than just how to put on a play, but also about the play as an integral component to our society and how we go about understanding one another. Theatre Arts sets out to study theatre through understanding its history, litera-ture and production. For students to learn how to share captivating stories on stage, they must be aware of every aspect of what goes into making a story captivating. This involves an educational foundation in per-formance techniques as well as administra-tive and technical training. J. Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis Professor of Theatre and Drama Timothy X. Troy stated, “I believe—and there is a lot tradition and historical evidence to support this—that telling stories in the way that theatre does is fundamental and vital to our social health. We keep doing it like we’ve been doing for 2000 years. It’s not a com-mercial enterprise, although it can be. It’s 
an art enterprise; there’s high art and low art and it’s complicated, and sometimes it’s esoteric or simple, but we learn from each other by watching each other’s stories.” Theatre Arts meshes seamlessly into the ideals of a Liberal Arts Education. Troy stated, “I think it’s an ideal course of study for the liberal arts, because by the nature of making theatre you are integrating learning beyond just how to perform. You’re learn-ing how to read a narrative critically and insightfully. There are plays about physi-cists so you have to learn about physicists. There’s plays about historical figures and you have to learn about their time and place and it just goes on. You can’t not be liberal arts in the theatre.” Sophomore Mikaela Bolker stated, “In the department you hear a lot that if you study theatre you study everything. That’s true in a lot of ways. You have to know about so much about every play you work on. You’re going to need to know a lot about history, psychology and sociology. If you’re going to do a play, there are so many factors that all require research. By the time you do multiple productions, you’re going to know a lot more than just the story of the plays themselves.” Bolker expressed that her favorite part about studying theatre is seeing a show put together from start to finish. She stated, “I just really like seeing something start from nothing and to see how that changes. To feel the excitement of seeing it go from having no set, no memorized lines to then move towards full costumes and the full produc-tion. It’s really cool thing for me.”Students emerging from their Theatre Arts degree have a wide array of career options available for them. Troy stated, “We know how important theatre is to society and in that way every generation 
needs to learn from theatre in the past and push it forward. And that’s one of the thing that college theatre departments do. Additionally, the skills you learn from doing theatre are applicable to many other areas. So there’s no downsides, even if you don’t end up going into theatre. Learning how to communicate clearly, present well, organize as a group and maintain nonnegotiable deadlines are all good life skills.” Troy and the rest of the theatre depart-ment place heavy emphasis on crafting their students into broad ‘theatre-makers.’ “There’s no ‘just’ in front of any role,” Troy explained. “I’m not ‘just’ an actor or ‘just’ a director. We hope that mindset is sort of melted away; made more permeable. Because you will do any of those indi-vidual roles better when you know about the entirety of it. All of the experiences feed into each other when I’m in the front of the room directing. We really hope our students get a feel for that, too.”
 In studying Theatre Arts, students are studying snippets and snapshots of the complexities “Something that’s been really important for me is the time I spent last term in an ESL classroom,” Bolker said. “I got to see different world views than what I’d known before. I think it’s really useful to apply to a theatre because theatre requires you to understand things from new per-spectives.” The Theatre Arts Department at Lawrence is unique in that it celebrates every aspect of theatrical performance. It emphasizes deep and honest understand-ing of a story's message and context. It advocates for the practice of understanding a play through research into that play’s content and it celebrates a play’s ability to expose new perspectives. Its faculty are working to push students to understand their role in a show in order to better understand their role in the world.
Katie Mueller
Staff Writer
_________________________________
Sell Us Your Major: Theatre Arts
Cast of the fall play, A Man of No Importance, takes a selfie in full costume.
Photo courtesy of Matt Kierzek.
The Lawrence University Ballet Club is one of the newest clubs that has formed in the 2016-17 academic year. The club, founded by junior Amanda Leonard, is meant to be an inclusive club that has open-doors to all people, with no restrictions on experience, gender or body type.“Ballet is typically seen as elite and inaccessible, but one of our goals as a club is to make sure it’s not like that here,” fresh-man Meryl Carson explained. “We welcome people of all genders, body types and expe-riences. If you want to dance with us, just show up to one of our classes with clothing you can comfortably move around in.”One of the major goals for the club is to work towards expelling the stigma that sur-rounds the classical form of dance. One of the largest criticisms of modern ballet is the emphasis on having the ‘ideal body type.’ One quick search of ‘ballet body’ can show plenty of results for workouts, stretches and drills to get the coveted look. Carson said that with accessibility and inclusivity being the basis for the club, they hope to create an environment where stu-dents can feel comfortable going to classes and learning the technique for ballet with-out the expectation of perfection that is present in dance studios and dance com-panies. Carson explained, “When I danced at a studio, I often got self-conscious because I’m not naturally flexible and I was both taller and thicker than most of my class-mates. Here at Lawrence, I can continue to pursue my love of dance without worrying about things like that.” This supportive environment is para-mount to Leonard, who started the group with the purpose of having fun and acces-sible ballet. Leonard expressed that her favorite part of teaching ballet to new and 
returning dancers is “when a group of stu-dents finally ‘get it.’” Though ballet is chal-lenging, Leonard believes it is important that every student knows the teachers— who are all Lawrence students themselves —truly want each dancer to succeed in any and every aspect of ballet. “It shows me that the dancers are learning,” Leonard explained, “and I am doing what I am sup-posed to be doing as a teacher.”Leonard also choreographs for the club and goes against the grain of tradition-ally choreographed dances. “I love actively exploring the music,” she said. “When I choreograph pieces, I tend to coordinate movements with certain sounds rather than counts.”Though there are other dance groups on campus, dance is not an often-empha-sized part of the campus community. There are classes offered by the one dance pro-fessor on campus that are less centered on classical dance technique and more on abstract concepts. Lawrence Ballet Club is a way for students who are used to detail-oriented work, such as classically trained instrument players or science students, to apply that skill in a new and creative way. The relaxed nature of the classes and new ways of choreographing fits well with the broader campus community, reframing the highly regimented dance form into a club that fits the average Lawrence stu-dent’s lifestyle. Carson and Leonard reported that the club is still getting started and is not yet big enough for its own performance. However, the Ballet Club will be performing to music by George Gershwin alongside the Melee dance group in the spring dance show on May 20-21 in Stansbury Theater. Anyone interested in seeing what the LU Ballet Club is all about, beginner classes are offered on Saturdays in the Multi-Purpose Room of the Wellness Center from 5-6 p.m. 
Grace Reif
Staff Writer
________________________________________________
LU Ballet Club Takes Unique 
Spin on Classic Dance Form 
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Erin Dix
As the end of the school year quickly approaches, returning students are already looking ahead at what the next school year will offer at Lawrence. In the flurry of emails about meeting with advisors and preparing for advance registration for the 2017-18 academic year, it can be hard to keep track of all the important information. Compiled here is everything that students need to know about advance registration and the newer changes recently made to academic scheduling.Over the past couple of weeks, stu-dents have been encouraged to meet with their academic advisors to discuss plans for the 2017-18 academic year. Students are expected to attend these meetings with a draft schedule for all three terms next year. The best way to put together these drafts is to use the Class Schedule Search on the Lawrence website, which gives students the ability to locate classes based on subject, instructor, class type and class qualities. Until May 2, no changes will be made to the courses already scheduled, with the only exceptions being course cancellations and the addition of enrollment limits.All students returning to Lawrence for the next academic year are assigned to one 
of six advance registration groups. Each group will get the opportunity to register for their classes at different times through-out the week, starting the night of April 23. Students can check their registration group and assigned times on Voyager in the Registration tab under Student Services.Another key set of information was sent out by the Registrar earlier this week concerning the academic changes that will begin in the 2017-18 school year. The mul-titude of changes were approved by the fac-ulty this year after being proposed by both students and faculty on the Curriculum and Instruction committees. The first of the new policies had to do with the withdrawing from classes during a term. A student who withdraws from a class before the deadline at the end of week 8 of the term will receive a ‘W’ on their tran-script and the course will not be counted as part of the student’s GPA. Previously, stu-dent transcripts would reflect whether the student passed or failed the class they with-drew from and were marked as a ‘WP’ or ‘WF,’ respectively. This ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ would also formerly project on a student’s GPA. While this new policy can be beneficial to those concerned about their GPA being affected by withdrawing from a class, it does not offer protection from the other implications of withdrawing. Withdrawing from a class will still change the amount of credits a student earned in a term and can 
have effects on visa status, financial aid, athletic eligibility and academic progress. Students were encouraged by the Registrar to seek the advice of an academic advisor before submitting a withdrawal request. The next policy deals with how a repeated course will be notated on a tran-script. Before the 2017-18 academic year, the ‘F’ notation from a course would be changed to ‘F#’ to indicate that the course was repeated. The new policy will notate a repeated course with an ‘R’ instead of the former ‘F#.’ This new notation looks more favorable on a transcript than the previous notation, which could provide a possibly big impact in terms of applying to a gradu-ate school or seeking employment that requires a transcript.The final, and potentially largest change, deals with the overload policy. The new policy for the 2017-18 year allows students a ‘one-time waiver’ of the overload fee charged per-unit up to 24 units. What this means is that students are given one opportunity to overload to 24 credits for one term without having to pay the over-load fee. This allows every student who is qualified to overload to do so once without having to worry about their financial capa-bility. All subsequent overloads will still incur the per-unit fee for 23 or more credits a term, with a maximum of 27 units. All other aspects of the overload pol-icy are remaining the same, including the 
exclusion of music ensembles in the load count and fees not being charged for the-atre production labs. The former policies for double-degree students will remain the same in the 2017-18 policy. Students must also have a B average in their last five terms and the permission of their academic advi-sor if they wish to overload. There is a lot to dissect about this new policy change. The positive side is that stu-dents who struggle with finances now have the capability to overload without racking up an even higher bill. Overloading also gives students an opportunity to graduate earlier, which has the potential to save a term or two of costs. The drawback is that the per-unit fee now includes the 23 credit, meaning that students who take a 5-credit independent study along with their standard schedule will pay for that extra unit that they were not paying previously. Once again, it is high-ly encouraged for students to consult their academic advisor before putting together a schedule that is more than 18 credits.Thinking ahead to the next academic year before the current one is even over can cause an incredible amount of stress, but hopefully this saves you some time sort-ing through the endless emails that fill the inboxes of all faculty and students in this crazy time.
A Hitchhiker’s Guide to 2017-18 Course Registration
Andrew Brown
Features Editor
_____________________________
This column is devoted to highlight-
ing staff members that play a huge role in 
the everyday experiences of the Lawrence 
community. The goal is to focus on the 
“Hidden Figures” of Lawrence University and 
their interests both within, and outside of 
Lawrence.There are many staff members that play critical roles in the current opera-tions of Lawrence. However, one individ-ual on campus has gotten the opportu-nity to engage with the university from the moment Lawrence was charted in 1847 to the present day. Erin Dix, the Lawrence University Archivist, oversees all archives at Lawrence’s Seeley G. Mudd Library. Dix is also a reference librarian, but most of her time at Lawrence has been devoted to managing the vast collections that make up the archives and teaching people about the history of Lawrence University. An alumnus of Lawrence herself, Dix started working as the University Archivist in 2010. Dix graduated from Lawrence with a Bachelor of Arts in History and went on to get her Masters in Library Studies at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. Since 2010, Dix has worked to form a complete database of the Lawrence archives. “You learn all sorts of random [things] about Lawrence history doing this job,” she said. Dix’s job also includes helping students and classes work with the collec-tions as well as answering any questions that people may have pertaining to the archives. The earliest records in the Lawrence Archives are from the founding of Lawrence in the mid-1840s. The collection also con-tains the archives from Milwaukee-Downer College. This all-women school was con-solidated with Lawrence College in 1964 to create Lawrence University. Milwaukee-Downer records prior to the 1964 con-solidation have been integrated into the archive collections and remain a unique aspect to Lawrence history. Dix describes the consolidation as the merging of two histories, which has created an even bigger 
and richer history.  Most of what Dix manages are of text documents and photos, along with many recordings of Conservatory recit-als. According to Dix, records come to the Lawrence Archives through various campus offices, but many are also donated by cur-rent students, faculty and staff. Alumni have also donated letters and photos back to the University Archives after many decades. Another part of Dix’s job is to docu-ment present-day Lawrence for the future. 
The Lawrentian is one of the digitally archived documents that is currently being archived for the preservation of current news and events.Dix said that the preservation of cur-rent archives can be challenging given our current society and its communications norms. Records like students’ diaries and scrapbooks, which gave a sense of daily life many decades ago are now being replaced 
by mainstream media platform posts, which take a different form than tradition-ally archived documents. In her free time, Dix says she enjoys reading, as well as playing piano and clari-net. Dix also spends her free time with her husband and their beloved fluffy cat. Dix also shared what the phrase ‘The Lawrence Difference’ means to her. She shared that the popular phrase dates back to the early 1980s, when a pamphlet titled, “The Lawrence Difference” was sent out to prospective Lawrence students. Dix commented, “Maybe that is the Lawrence Difference in and of itself; just the way that phrase has continued.” As the overseer of the past, present and future of Lawrence, Dix plays a very important role on campus. Though she may be hidden away in the B Level of the Library, her passion for history and the Lawrence collections has allowed students to learn 
about Lawrence’s past while they contrib-ute to its future. Erin Dix certainly makes her mark on Lawrence history, making her another great example of the many Hidden Figures on the Lawrence campus. 
Erin Dix stands in the University Archives on Level B  in the Seeley G. Mudd Library.
Photo by Larissa Davis.
Juliana Olsen-Valdez
Staff Writer
_____________________________
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This week, my inability to pick just one of my friends’ per-formances to attend out of all of those occurring during this recit-al-heavy period of spring term has me covering four, via short medi-tations that attempt to get to the essence of the recital or identify aspects that stood out.I. Sam Pratt, tenor saxo-phone, senior—April 13, 8 p.m., Harper Hall: Simple in concept, Pratt’s recital had him and his frequent collaborators stripped down to the core of what he does—improvisation and compo-sition. The spirited performance was made up of a lengthy combo original, two improvised duets and a solo improvisation, in all of which Pratt zealously explored his instrument and its abilities. One of my favorite attributes of the concert was how intensely he was listening and how well that listening was informed by his own sound, as well as by the other performers and the space they were in. Never before had I heard Harper—a generally quiet, not-as-reverberant space—sing and sway with the music played in it.Whether it was capturing a mood, image, feeling or more, Pratt did so with a sometimes raucous, sometimes tender, but always deliberate passion. Check out a recording of his recital as well as three other releases at <samp6.bandcamp.com>.II. Adam Friedman, percus-sion, senior—April 15, 5 p.m., Harper Hall: Friedman has a very specific aura when playing, no matter the context or setting. Sharply focused, stern and calcu-lated, his recital gave off this aura in a concentrated form. Despite diligence and discipline, creativity was always a main factor, coming through mainly in sensible sound-ings on a wide variety of objects—some atypical, some more com-mon—and the programming of the four pieces. Incorporating electronics on two, baritone saxo-phone on one and theatrics on another, he modestly showed off his technique as a percussionist who could work not only with nontraditional instruments—such as a bucket of water or spinning coins on a snare drum—but also as a versatile artist who effort-lessly sang, acted and blended the acoustic with electric and acous-matic elements.Knowing Friedman as a person and musician greatly enhanced seeing him play, and to know that he put on a recital that was so entwined with his person-ality, aspirations, skills and more was heartwarming.III. Jocelyn Polczynski, com-position, senior—April 16, 1 p.m., 
Harper Hall: Right from the begin-ning, it was clear that this recital would be an extension of the com-poser’s self and that it would deal with dense, intricate problems and compositions in accessible ways. As the composer walked on stage and introduced them-self, a warmness hung in the air, and I felt not only proud of them, but touched by their kindness and overall presentation of their work. Their creative and narrative voice shined through the diverse set of compositions, no matter the instrumentation or approach. From a trio of glasses and spoons, to a pennywhistle/flute and pic-colo duo, to a group of four horns in F and soprano and baritone saxophones, the first three pieces all had a childlike wonderment to them put through the lens of a refined maturity, inspired directly by the composer’s experiences with mental illness.The final piece—a recitation of an original poem accompanied by dark electronics—was a cul-mination of this unique voice as well as of Polczynski’s time at Lawrence. It and the composer never backed down, especial-ly during “Warrior Stands,” but stood up even higher with hope and compassion. My words can-not even begin to do it justice, so please listen at <jocpolczynski.bandcamp.com>.IV. Jack Kilkelly-Schmidt, guitar; Mikaela Marget, cello; juniors—April 16, 3 p.m., Harper Hall: Before this recital, I cannot recall a time I have connected this strongly to a concert of com-pletely composed music in a tra-ditional setting. Both musicians breathed a new life as well as their own being into the entire program, making for an utterly human performance. No matter the age, style or other distinctions, each piece was presented to the audience with an accessibility that not only came from the musicians engaging so thoughtfully with the music, but a strong devotion to pass along its wonders to the audience as well.Seeing the performers inter-act and feeling connected to them are two aspects that greatly shape how I value a performance. With Kilkelly-Schmidt’s and Marget’s performances—solos as well as two duets—the music came alive and reached out to me in a way I am sure it would not have had the two not poured their passion into it from start to finish.V. Final Thoughts: With each of these recitals, I saw honest and pure reflections of the musicians that put them on. To be able to do this takes courage and conscien-tious musicality, and I cannot wait to see what these five artists do post-graduation or in their last year at Lawrence.
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
________________________
Spring student recitals For the final event in Lawrence’s 2016-17 Dance Series, accomplished dancers Marion Ramirez and Jungwoong Kim per-formed a dance program featuring SaltSoul on Wednesday, April 12 at 8 p.m. in the Warch Campus Center’s Esch-Hurvis room. The couple has studied and performed SaltSoul, an expressive dance pioneered by Kim, extensively. SaltSoul is defined as “an explora-tion—through dance, voice, tra-ditional music, and experimental video—of experiencing the sud-den loss of a loved one, and how art evokes human capacity to address tragedy” in the explana-tory pamphlet from the Asian Arts Initiative handed out by the artists at the end of the show. Ramirez and Kim’s performance certainly embodied all of these aspects.Walking into Esch-Hurvis that Wednesday night, I—and presum-ably many others in attendance— knew nothing about Ramirez and Kim, how they danced together, what their performance would involve or what SaltSoul was. Ramirez and Kim obviously want-ed audience members to maintain this uninformed, unadulterated view of their performance, since they did not explain what SaltSoul was until the conclusion of the program. Although chairs were set up in a U-shape facing the center of the room, guests were encouraged to sit on the floor in front of the chairs. Accordingly, I sat on the floor in the middle of the room and began to observe the perfor-mance, which started as soon as the ushers opened the doors to the room. Everything was dark except for a single spotlight on Ramirez, in the center of the room, kneel-ing in front of a low wooden-plank table loaded with random objects. As audience members seated themselves, Ramirez stroked the objects on the table, draw-ing attention to certain ones, and showing how sand spread around the objects by moving it around 
with her fingers. A soundtrack of muted voices and distant storm sounds enveloped the space as the table and its objects began to tremble when, suddenly, the table flipped up and towards the audi-ence, scattering all of the objects in the room with an enormous crash. Some audience members gasped and jumped back; even Ramirez had jumped away from the table, which turned out to not be more than just a table, since underneath it lay Kim, eyes closed and trembling. After awaking from his apparent nightmare, Kim rose and began to interact with Ramirez. The expressions on both of their faces were in tune with the move-ments their bodies, achieving sublime cohesion of movement. Sometimes, they would barely move at all, or they would move with such slowness and delibera-tion that I could feel the power in their motion. Almost all of their performance involved expressions of obvious pain. At some point in the program, it occurred to me to look down at my pamphlet, which is where I read the brief notes that explained that their program had to do with SaltSoul, and that SaltSoul was about grief. Once I knew this, my entire view of Ramirez and Kim’s movements changed; suddenly, everything they did was more meaningful. Ramirez and Kim ended up working with two wooden planks, around the same size, for much of their performance, and one of the most moving portions of their illustration happened when they set up the two planks against each other like a wall. Kim stood on one side of the wall and Ramirez stood on the other, and the two began to talk to each other, saying a few words in a foreign language. After a time, Kim stopped answering Ramirez, and the silence that fol-lowed her repeated, unanswered inquiries was absolutely heart-breaking. For the last section of their performance, Kim and Ramirez set up their two wooden planks in the shape of a T and project-ed, with two small devices, two short videos on each side of the T. 
Sitting in the middle of the room, I had a unique vantage and was able to see most of what was going on in each video. It struck me as interesting that the two videos, though they showcased approxi-mately the same material, were not the same. For a few minutes, the videos showed footage of a view from a boat deck as well as footage of random cars and people walking along a street and different 9/11 memorials in New York City, among other things.Once the performance con-cluded to heartfelt applause, Kim and Ramirez passed out their pamphlets on SaltSoul and held a question-and-answer session with the audience. During this session, the two explained their personal history working with SaltSoul and the reasons why they included certain elements of it in their performance. Kim revealed that his father passed away when he was 10 years old and that the resulting grief from that experience helped inspire him to develop his SaltSoul style. More specifically related to their perfor-mance, Kim and Ramirez wanted to commemorate and illustrate the recent tragedy that occurred when a Korean ferry sank and resulted in the drowning of sev-eral students. They explained that the wall set-up in that portion of the show was meant to illustrate what happened to one student on the ferry who was trapped in their room and kept communicat-ing with another student—who survived—on the other side of a wall until they could no longer.Ramirez and Kim’s perfor-mance was incredibly thoughtful and touching, and it did not reso-nate with me as much at the time as it did several days afterward. Even now, I keep recalling spe-cial details of their performance and remembering them with sat-isfaction and awe. Such meaning-ful performances can be hard to come by, so I am incredibly grate-ful for Ramirez and Kim’s visit to Lawrence and for the hard work and creativity that they poured into their performance.
SaltSoul dancers deliver 
emotional performance
    McKenzie Fetters
     Staff Writer 
_________________________
Jungwoong Kim and Marion Ramirez perform in the Esch-Hurvis room.
Photo by Angelica Hurtado.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:  
DOMINIC ELLIS
A few days before being inter-viewed, senior Dominic Ellis made an important decision about his life after Lawrence. A composer and trombonist, Ellis grew up in Appleton and describes an excite-ment to leave the city. Although he says he is not quite ready to say goodbye to Lawrence, he recently committed to University of Maryland for a Masters in Music in Composition. Ellis began playing cello at age 10, but he did not begin to play his primary instrument, trombone, until he was 16. He is currently in both groups perform-ing in the two separate upcoming Lawrence Symphony Orchestra concerts, and is one of the music directors for the Heavy Metal Ensemble of Lawrence University (HMELU). Initially, he was not accepted into the Conservatory as a compo-sition major. Ellis explained that 
he was “accepted at Lawrence for string bass and trombone, but not for composition, which is what I really wanted to do.” Motivated by this initial rejection, he took a Fundamentals of Composition course and worked incredibly hard. Joanne Metcalf, Associate Professor of Music, was very sat-isfied with his work, and soon he began lessons. Based on that work, Dom was finally accepted into the composition major. When asked about his first composition, Ellis said that he “wrote a terrible duet for his girl-friend as a sophomore in high school.” The first piece that he was truly proud of was a flute solo that he wrote as a fresh-man at Lawrence. As for his com-posing methods, Ellis says that he rarely has sudden sparks of inspiration; instead, composing is something that he needs to sit down and work at. He told me, “I probably work best when I have totally unfettered free time.” Ellis primarily composes for groups of five to eight players at Lawrence and has recently written music for his church as well. 
The senior experience for composition includes a senior recital. Ellis’ recital contained six original compositions, and the performance included 45 student musicians. He is also a mem-ber of an improvisation quintet called “Levels” that has put out two albums. My favorite part of this interview was hearing Ellis describe his most elated moments in music. He described to me the sense of accomplishment he feels during these moments, saying, “when I finish a piece and finally pass it off to someone else to start playing it, it is great to see them look at it for the first time after I’ve worked on it for months. It is still weird hearing people practice my music while I’m walking down the halls of the Conservatory.” Ellis also offered advice for underclassmen: “Take advantage of Lawrence’s resources, especial-ly the library and Career Services. Both are woefully underused.” The best of luck to Ellis after gradua-tion, and congratulations on com-mitting to University of Maryland for next year.
Photo courtesy of Mariah Griffin.
   Bridget Bartal
     Staff Writer
_________________________
Lawrence’s favorite funk band is back with a follow-up to last summer’s EP, “Make America Funk Again.” After a mini-tour in support of their new EP, Porky’s brings us “Porkus,” four tracks of syncopated silliness. It boasts the talents of their most recent line-up: Matt Lowe ’14 on trombone, Marshall Yoes ’15 on trumpet, Casey Frensz ’14 on sax, senior Ilan Blank on guitar, Nick Allen ’14 on bass, Eli Edelman ’15 on con-gas, Luke Rivard ’15 on auxiliary percussion and senior Jeremiah Lemke-Rochon on drum set. The entire band contributes vocals for the communal, party vibe.As one of the oldest repre-sentatives in a new generation that either has not experienced Porky’s or has, but only very little, I sense the dire importance to keep spreading the word about this quintessential funk-meets-humor band. I can say without a doubt that “Porkus” is more than a suitable place to start. Right from the beginning you can tell that this band is something special; it is not often one hears a Gregorian chant open a funk track, but lo and behold, Lawrence University Harmonia does it with a perfect 
blend of musicality and goofiness. While this is the first and last we hear of the Harmonia feature, the blend echoes throughout the song and EP. I do not want to spoil the rest of “Porkus (The Tail of),” but I can say that no matter what, you will not expect what comes next.“Lerry (Merry, Sherry, Perry),” what one could argue is the climax of the EP, has it all—a laidback beat, hip and simple horn lines and oodles of kooky jokes revolving around the mis-naming of beloved member Jerry. The shtick was hilarious live when they played at McCarthy Co-op, and I was skeptical about how it would translate to the studio, but the band pulled it off well. Part of it most likely had to do with the spontaneity of how the EP was recorded. After learning the parts individually over the internet—the members span five cities—they got together and recorded in two days at Allen and Yoes’ house in Appleton, endearingly called “The Darsh Mansion.” The jokes are ripe, the rhythms are groovy and did I mention there is a chant with the lyrics “Porkus the pig?!”So, youngsters, go download your copy of “Porkus” today and feast your ears on some sonic brunch. Visit <porkysgroovema-chine.bandcamp.com> for music and merch.
Porky’s Groove Machine’s 
“Porkus”
Album Review
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
________________________
    Wendell Leafstedt
     Staff Writer 
__________________________
Sunday April 16 was the clos-ing night of “Next to Normal,” a musical produced by SPAMALU. Over the weekend, two casts performed a total of four shows for excited crowds in the Cloak Theatre. Outstanding production value and strong musical direc-tion made for a memorable and meaningful performance.“Next to Normal” launched on Broadway in 2009 to positive critical reception. Over 700 per-formances were given until the original casts stopped touring two years later. Now it is performed at all kinds of theaters around the country.SPAMALU, short for Student Produced Amateur Musicals at Lawrence University, rehearsed ceaselessly this winter and spring to bring “Next to Normal” to life under the direction of senior the-atre major Lauren Abdul. In the program notes, Abdul said that she “wanted to do a show differ-ent from anything that has been done at Lawrence before.” Staging a production that involves themes of mental illness and suicide was a challenging and powerful learning experience for those involved.“Next to Normal” examines the internal struggles of the out-wardly normal Goodman family. The first scene takes place early in the morning around the kitch-en table; each family member is introduced in turn. In the Sunday night performance, sophomore Maggie Smith played Diana, a 
mother struggling with bipolar disorder. Her husband, played by sophomore Sam Taylor, spread himself too thin dealing with depression and holding his fam-ily together. Dr. Madden, Diana’s medical caretaker, was played by freshman Caroline Granner. The two Goldman children follow separate storylines, but the nature of their problems is closely tied to their parents’ struggles. Natalie, played by Anna Mosoriak, is overworked at school and needs more love and support. Natalie’s hopeful boyfriend Henry, played by Erin McCammond Watts, is used to show how the family seems to an outsider looking in.The character that makes “Next to Normal” so unique is Anna’s brother Gabe, played by freshman Joe Dennis. At first, he appears to be a normal high school student, but he is later revealed to be a figment of Diana’s imagination; the real Gabe died as an infant. This was a shocking 
revelation because it came after we had seen him interacting with other characters as if he were really present. The ambiguity of his presence is used to show how scary and confusing Diana’s bipo-lar disorder is. As should be the case in any musical, the songs were a cen-tral selling point of the show. The cast sang beautifully; each actor had solos, and there were many ensemble songs as well. It was clear that the actors were very familiar with the ways in which each song related to their respective character and the mes-sages of the piece as a whole. Especially strong emotions came out in “Superboy and Invisible Girl,” about how Natalie feels left behind as her mother pines for Gabe, and “There’s a World,” where the imaginary Gabe dances with Diana and tempts her to join him in death.Each family member’s strug-gles affected the others’; the web 
“Next to Normal” engages audience
SPAMALU’s “Next to Normal.”
Photo by Hikari Mine.
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Bon Appetit Pizza Review At Lawrence, we have limited options for meals through our food provider Bon Appetit—we have the choice of splitting our meal plan into a majority of swipes or a majority of culinary cash. This is what dictates what we eat on campus—while the cafe’s menu stays mostly the same on a weekly basis, the Commons offers a greater variety of food for sit-down meals, but also offers the clamshell program that allows you to pay for a meal and take it to another place. On Monday, April 10, signs began to pop up around Warch advertising Bon Appetit’s new pizza program. Between 2 p.m and 10 p.m. on Tuesday through Friday and between 4 p.m. and 10 p.m. on Saturday, the Commons are open to pick up a pizza that you can buy with culinary cash, Viking Gold, credit card or cash. On Friday, April 14, the pizza program began. It’s easy to wonder, however, how many students have utilized this resource over the past week? Is it even necessary? Appleton has a lot of pizza. At Lawrence, we are located within a three-mile radius of at least 11 pizza places. Lawrence’s favorite seems to be Toppers, with every residence hall floor trash can flooded with Toppers boxes every Monday morning. Muncheez is another popular restaurant, with their free delivery and free cheesy breadsticks with every order.Pizza is an essential part of the college student’s diet due to its late night availability. While Toppers and other local pizza shops deliver until at least 2 or 3 a.m. and seven days a week, Bon Appetit closes at 10 p.m. and serves only five days a week. One might argue that such early hours are not prime pizza hours for college students working to meet late deadlines during the week and as a late night weekend snack. Also, while Toppers and Muncheez offer other menu items such as subs, salads and wings that can be bundled with delivery, you need to wait in the cafe for any additional food item to go along with your Bon Appetit pizza.We at The Lawrentian Editorial Board were generously bestowed with five pizzas to review as a courtesy of Viking Room Manager Kevin Biesack, as well as some insight into Bon Appetit’s newest endeavor. The new pizza system is starting off small, but hopes to eventually grow larger. According to Biesack, Bon Appetit would like to expand to provide more customizable pizzas, including specialty pizzas only available at Lawrence. Exclusive speciality pizzas would certainly differentiate Bon Appetit pizzas from the competition. We tried one of these speciality pizzas - this week’s exclusive pizza was basil and mozzarella over a red wine sauce. Arts & Entertainment Editor and sophomore Ali Shuger enjoyed the unique pizza and said, “The sauce is what makes it.” Several other board members agreed that the pizza was pretty good. We also sampled the cheese and pepperoni pizzas - these certainly subdued our hunger, but lacked the wow factor of the specialty pie. Marketing Manager Rory Campbell explained, “It’s Commons pizza. People know what it is.”Lastly, we tried the vegan option, which consisted of a crushed olive base in the place of traditional sauce and topped with fresh tomatoes. While we certainly appreciate Bon Appetit’s effort to cater to Lawrence’s vegan, vegetarian, and lactose-intolerant community, the vegan pizza failed to impress. In addition to being far too olive-heavy for our taste, all the toppings slid off almost immediately when we tried to pick up a piece. After eating several slices, Op-Ed editor Cassie Gitkin noted, “I need to lay down for a while.” Perhaps rather than trying to creatively replace the traditional pizza elements in their vegan options, Bon Appetit could just stick to tomato sauce, veggies, and maybe soy cheese.What is the verdict? It seems Bon Appetit has found a way to compete with local pizza chains with their exclusive specialty pizzas. Their regular pizza options, however, are pretty standard. If you are a fan of not paying for food outside of the meal plan, maybe stick with the Bon Appetit pizza. If strapped for culinary cash, it might be the best idea to pick up a clamshell and fill it with eight slices—the equivalent of an entire pizza. It’s just Commons pizza after all!
The Politics of “Us” 
Jonathan Rubin
Columnist
________________________On Sunday, far-right French presidential candidate Marine Le Pen vowed to cut off all immi-gration to France. “I will protect you,” she said. Le Pen was implic-itly talking only to white French people. Across the ocean, when Trump first said he wanted to ban all Muslims from coming to the United States, and talked about the U.S. not being “the victims of horrendous attacks by people that believe only in Jihad, and have no sense of reason or respect for human life,” he never mentioned that it is actually Muslims who are killed most by terror from Islamist groups. Many of these new far-right populists around the globe have an implied white-only audi-ence. They wink at the viewer and talk about refugees misun-derstanding “our” culture and “bad hombres.” We need to start naming white supremacy when we see it because too many (often white) people choose to ignore its profound and nefarious impact on our society. Some white people get very angry when we start acknowledg-ing the power of white supremacy and anti-blackness in our world, but the reality is, if you do not understand these forces, then you are missing something. If we do not understand what is truthful and what is xenophobia, we can-not be informed.  When Trump says “America First,” he is referring to ontologically white America. If it was truly “America First,” then transgender Americans could use the bathroom where they are most comfortable. Why can’t Black communities have more oversight over their police forc-es—are they not Americans too? Why can’t Native Americans keep their land? Are corporations more American then indigenous peo-ple? For Trump and many others, white America is all that counts. In truth, Muslim Americans, black Americans and other margin-alized groups are just as much “American” as anyone else. Our country is becoming more and more “majority-minority” (a term that shows how slow white 
vocabulary is to develop—the term really means a non-white majority), which means we have to become more truthful about our language. If you think that America has a “white” culture, then you are a white suprema-cist. If you think we have more in common “culturally” with Europe than Africa then you need to fig-ure out who the “we” is. White Americans should not assume that just because their American community is similar to European culture, that all of “real” America is. I was raised in the Jewish com-munity in the suburbs of Boston. There were many cultural and religious facets to that commu-nity that are totally different then the communities I encounter in Appleton. Growing up, the idea of drinking milk with dinner would have been very odd. No one in my community did it, so neither did I. If I were to conclude that because of this, drinking milk at dinner is un-American, you would think I was close-minded. We should apply this logic to any-one who thinks their way is the only “American” way. Our culture is not a white culture—that was cemented the day European set-tlers picked land that was already inhabited and stole Africans to work it. Some of you might have more in common with European coun-tries, but recent immigrants and people of color might feel very differently. I think it is one of the most beautiful features of our country that we can go to different parts of our cities and hear languages from around the world. Terror from Islamic-majority nations is not as real of a threat to our democracy as white supremacy. If our elected officials were talking about the real world, we would be trying to find policy solutions that help people to see that just because we have shared political and eco-nomic interests does not mean we all have to look, sound and act the same. Muslim America is America. Black America is America. White America is America—but it is not all of America. 
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. 
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, 
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using 
the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Antonia Keenan
Staff Writer
_____________________________________Like most people my age, I have a lot of strong feelings about my generation. I am not sure where the concept of a genera-tion gap came from or where it will end, but some mindsets and patterns are shared by virtually everyone in our generation.I believe that the most note-worthy thing millennials have in common with each other is the expectation that our value is based on how much we work. Our sense of self, our place in society, even our mental health, is all based on the expectation of overexertion.I do not have an issue with people working hard, and I agree that it is something that needs to be done. What I am talking about specifically is not work ethic or motivation; it is the way our cul-ture normalizes overexertion. I am not going to pretend I am the first person to discuss Lawrence’s overcommitment culture, but I am going to address the fact that I have seen it virtually everywhere else as well.
It would be convenient if I could just blame the entire thing on a handful of malicious people, but anything even resembling a holistic look at the big picture will reveal that this is not the case. The economy is in shambles. Young people cannot reasonably expect either living wages or financial stability anymore. In many cases, the desire to overwork comes sim-ply from survival.Let’s start with high school. School board members and coun-selors alike advocated heavier and heavier workloads. I did not know anyone who slept more than six or seven hours a given night. Most people would go to school on four without batting an eye-lash. College is less severe, but not really much different.Aside from more obvious detriments, such as time being taken away from other aspects of one’s life, the most problematic aspect of overexertion culture is that it more or less forces people to sideline their own well-being and health to meet a target.I am not exaggerating when I say that I do not know a single person in my extended friend 
group who does not have some sort of anxiety disorder. I have reason to believe that my high school was much the same way. One of the hardest things to cope with is that a chronic disability is almost expected as long as it will produce a desirable output.The main, if not sole, pro-ponents of these ideas are peo-ple who already enjoy the ben-efits of being a “successful” adult. Although it has been done before, the baby boomers are a reason-able target for criticism. They have changed our economy, school sys-tem and job market to idealize exhaustion.I am not going to propose a solution to this problem today, but the first step to any solution is to admit that a problem exists. I am sick of being gaslighted; no one should have to meet a super-ficial age or productivity standard in order to complain that their health is faltering.Although problems involving the economy and public educa-tion cannot be solved overnight, addressing the glorification of overexertion would definitely help.
The Glorification of Overexertion
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit 
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and 
should not be more than 350 words.
of depression, drugs, and hope-lessness grew deeper in each act. Treatments proposed to Diana for her disorder seem like good ideas but lead to worse and worse situ-ations. As director Abdul wrote, “they are all trying to show love for one another in different ways […] they just don’t know how.” The musical numbers were brought to life by an enthusias-tic group of musicians in the pit orchestra, conducted by senior music education major PJ Uhazie. Uhazie passed cues from the actors to the musicians, keeping everyone in perfect time. Junior Sarah Ogden played cello, senior David DeStasio played double 
bass, junior Sean Goldman played percussion, senior Luis Gonzalez played guitar and senior Zoey Lin played piano. The play’s conclusion brought some relief to its audience. Natalie and Dan take comfort in each other. Dan finally resolves to seek counseling and address his own mental health. Diana is off on her own having removed herself from the home, but she is hopeful for a brighter future. The lights fell as the actors tearfully smiled up at the sky—an emotional ending to a very powerful play.
“Next to Normal” engages audience
continued from page 9
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Guilberly Louis
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
 Henry Dykstal 
 Staff Writer 
_________________________
 Talking about gender and sexuality with a group of straight men can be anxiety-producing, especially when you are one of the few black queer men in that space. I went to a retreat three weekends ago where we discussed the over-arching topic of “Us vs. Them,” divi-sions and conflicts within America and how these topics pertain to our own life experiences. In one of the activities during the retreat, one of the facilitators told us to separate into groups based on our gender identity. Influenced by the rigid, gendered socialization, I subconsciously ended up gravitat-ing towards the male-identified group even though I knew I would regret it later. As soon as I saw who was in the group, I immedi-ately knew I did not belong, and I could feel a cloud of anxiety form-ing. The group encompassed an array of diverse male bodies rang-ing from different racial, sexual, class and generational identities. The space did not feel uncomfort-able because it was a space full of “men,” but because the topic of the discussion was “gender identity.” Based on past experiences, I knew it was going to be a train wreck. The facilitator asked us to discuss why we chose that group. One of the members of the groups started off by talk-ing about gender policing within the black community, particularly from black fathers to their sons. I became optimistic about the direction the conversation was going and I thought the space was a brave enough that we would finally denounce the homopho-bia within communities of color. But I thought to soon: before the individual went into his personal experiences with gender polic-ing, he clarified that he was not gay. As if somehow performing his gender alternatively would make us read him as so. The topic was about gender identity, but what that statement showed was that, culturally, we do not make distinc-tions between gender and sexu-ality. A lot of men of color who choose to defy our patriarchal culture are sometimes read as gay. This creates anxiety amongst many straight, black men who feel as though they must present themselves a certain way to be accepted into the culture. As an openly gay man who identifies as 
queer, and considering my racial identity, the space confirmed what I always knew: that it still not cool to be black and gay.  Millennials and the generation below us are consider one of the most sexually liberated generations, which is a dangerous assumption. I find that even within our peer groups, the sexual traumas left by the past still continue to haunt us.  In this group, one of my friends, who is also a person of color and identifies as bisexual, courageously said, “as a bisexu-al man, I don’t feel comfortable in straight black male spaces.” I could see the tension rise when he uttered those words. Another member, with a confused look on his face, replied, “I did not know there was a divide between black and straight men on the Lawrence campus.”  A mini burst of anger erupted from me and I quickly replied “that is not the history.” I knew where that pain came from and it was not from a good place. I saw that person’s comment as an erasure of the homophobia that I, and other queer men, have experienced in hyper-masculine straight, black spaces (especially by some men in that space). The intention behind their statements was good, but usually the frame-work of knowledge by which we operate excludes other perspec-tives, especially if that framework of knowledge is soaked in power. Growing up in Brooklyn, New York in a strict, traditional Haitian family with Republican values, sexuality and gender was moni-tored. Time and time again I wit-nessed and experienced the awk-ward moments that took place when it came to talking about gender and sexuality in the com-pany of black men. I was angered by these comments because what that language does is reinstate my exile, constructs my sexual desires as invalid and untrue and establishes heterosexuality as the normative sexuality. Language shapes reality, and those anxieties are usually seen and manifested through awkward moments when men who have grown up in patri-archal spaces feel uncomfortable talking about forms of sexuality that they have been taught to hate. What we also do not realize is that language is important to the formation of identity, simultane-ously invoking history and memo-ries that go with words.  I remem-ber reading an article called No, 
by anthropologist Don Kulick. In the article, he talked about the homosexual panic defense, a legal defense asserting that when a man thought another man was carrying on sexual advances, he could kill him as a form of self-defense. A similar logic has been employed in the killings of trans women of color, titled the trans panic defense. There are histories of violence against queer commu-nities out fear of our “predatory” sexuality and practices. When those aspects are racialized, it adds another dimension. Black male sexuality has been simulta-neously constructed as monstrous and exploited. Through language, queer folks have been constructed as the harbingers of doom, the destroyers of nations, especially in spaces that put high impor-tance on reproductive futurity and the maintaining of heterosexual values. I remember going to a good friend’s birthday party, and I told the DJ, a person of color, to play the song “Throw that boy P***y” by Fly Young Red, a gay rapper from the South. The song had a beat, and passed what my gen-eration may describe as the “it’s Lit!!!” test. But because the lyr-ics were not designed for straight consumption and demonstrated a non-respectable form of black sexuality, he decided not to play it. Meanwhile, I continued to dance to their misogynistic songs.  Black men need to do better in the con-versation of gender and sexual-ity because race, gender, sexual and class oppression are all inter-twined. These forms of oppres-sion constitute a sexual regime where men, and specifically black men, feel they have a lot to lose when they challenge their patri-archal power, especially if it is all you have when you occupy the lowest level in the racial caste system of America. My response saying, “that is not the history,” was a way of declaring that I have always been there and the killing of black queer folks has always been the vehicle in which honor and masculinity is reinstated. Honor killings are a reality for queer people of color, and I refuse to allow my life to be some form of exchange within this economy of violence, “that is not the history” is my declaration that I am enough.
A Fleeting Moment of Black Queer RageTrump’s War Abroad and at Home 
In the last few weeks, Trump and his administration has effec-tively set the United States on verge of war, signed a bill that allows states to withdraw all fund-ing from Planned Parenthood and other abortion clinics and has hired employees that are eager to adopt late 80s and early 90s poli-cies from the war on drugs and the height of mass incarceration. Not only is Trump stirring the waters with the most non-cooper-ative leader in the world, he and his administration are hindering our civil liberties at home. In light of North Korea’s consis-tent testing of missiles and devel-opment of nuclear weapons, the Trump administration has enter-tained different approaches from “strategic patience,” as Pence put it. Trump has turned to a different strategy than all past presidents: incentivizing China. China holds both economic and political influ-ence over North Korea. China also does not want to see any military chaos in the Koreas as it would prompt an influx of refugees. However, a clear strategy is miss-ing from the White House other than aggressive military threats. Because talks in the past with North Korea have rarely resulted in real change, Trump has tried to entertain other options. However, a military strike can result in a nuclear war. While the situation is especially complex consider-ing the lack of cooperation, Pence and Trump still remain adamant that North Korea should not test America. This talk will only add to North Korea’s rhetoric that the U.S. is imperialistic and threaten-ing to the point where develop-ing these weapons is necessary to protect their sovereignty. At home, Trump signed a bill behind closed doors that allows states to cut funding for Planned Parenthood and other clinics that perform abortions. Not only is it exhausting to consistently remind the public that federal funding is not allowed to go to abortions per-formed by Planned Parenthood (except in cases of rape or incest), but it is also saddening that even this did not sway Trump. He origi-nally offered to allow funding if Planned Parenthood did not per-form abortions in which the orga-nization firmly said “no.” This type of action marginalizes lower class women who cannot afford to go to a private clinic for either abor-tions or regular check-ups. While campaigning, Trump stated that he would be great for women. To 
no one’s surprise, by signing this legislation, he, predictably, went back on his word. Denying women the right to affordable health care creates a dangerous setting where instances of coat hanger abortions are more likely to rise. The lack of sex education as well as family planning will plunge women who already live in poverty even deep-er into poverty. Cutting federal funding for Planned Parenthood and abortion clinics is an act of war against women in this nation. Trump’s administration, more specifically, his attorney general, is slowly moving toward legisla-tion that is similar to that which contributed to mass incarceration. Jeff Sessions praised New York police officers that, “…[arrest] even people for smaller crimes—those small crimes turn into vio-lence and death and shootings if police aren’t out there” on The Howie Carr Show. The Washington Post reported that Sessions also hired Stephen H. Cook to serve as one of his top lieutenants. The Post reported that “the two men are eager to bring back the national crime strategy of the 1980s and ‘90s form the peak of the drug war.” The drug war contributed to mass incarceration, which allowed minorities to be sentenced for long periods of time for crimes that rich whites were barely sentenced for. The conse-quences of mass incarceration are still felt today and have not been completely undone. Criminalizing small crimes, such as carrying small amounts of weed, fills our prisons with criminals who com-mit non-violent crimes, takes away fathers from families, fur-ther destabilizes inner cities and wastes money and resources on prisons across the country. While I only scratched the surface of the dangers of giving those who commit small crimes long sen-tences, there is enough infor-mation, including “The New Jim Crow” by Michelle Alexander,  that highlights how mass incarceration further keeps minorities at the lower levels of society, available for those who disagree to read up on.  This issue, as well as overturn-ing protections for transgender students in public schools to use which bathroom they wish, adds to the ongoing war against mar-ginalized people. We, as citizens, cannot sit back and settle. Instead this is the time to fight back through protest and by remaining aware and vigilant of what is hap-pening in the world. Politics are no longer a distant concept; they affect every single person around you. There is no more time to remain passive. 
In the 20th century, America was the leader in fights. We helped clean up Europe from the decadent last hurrah of the royal class that was World War I. In World War II, we helped the Russians and the Europeans chase Germany out and prevented the Japanese from controlling the Pacific. For almost fifty years, we waged proxy battles and played chicken with the Soviet Union in an attempt to shape history and 
prevent a nuclear war. When the USSR fell, we had finally done it: we became the sole superpower and our way was the only way. Everyone hit neoliberalism, let us run around, and generally there was a sense of invincibility. It was never going to last, even if there had been no 9/11. We had drifted too far to the right, we had lost out in technological innova-tion to places like Japan, soon to Estonia. Germany emerged from its slumber under Angela Merkel and began crafting a stronger EU, one that would be the leader of the free world by now if the UK 
had bothered to truly commit. America still had a place leading human rights, democracy, inno-vation and things such as immi-gration and clean energy, with the chance to mentor China and India, which will certainly now be the world’s superpowers of this century. We could have wound it down. We didn’t. 9/11 happened and the men like Dick Cheney, Karl Rove, and Donald Rumsfeld who wanted to keep things going were put in charge of the guns. They never wanted the nukes: they were H.W.’s boys, tradecraft people who loved war and want-ed to keep it going because they never actually served. It could have worked in a way if they had chosen to specifically go after Bin Laden, but they chose to go into Afghanistan, and Iraq was their personal revenge against Saddam Hussein after years of wanting to get rid of him rather than any threat he posed to America. It 
all blew up, we all hated it soon, and the Republican Party became broken because of it, the estab-lishment left in the hands of Mitch McConnell (whose villainy I will discuss at a later date).There was a chance to get out of this: Obama saw it when he came into office. He tried to close Gitmo but failed due to the com-plexity of the situation, though he neutered it compared to what it was. He pivoted to Asia, trying to jumpstart China and India’s future alongside each other. in many ways succeeding (clean energy, economic development) and fail-ing (human rights) in others. But he was on the right path. The Syria question was posed, but it was a minor squabble, and who would really choose to take it? Turkey was our longtime ally even if the new leader seemed a bit too fun-damentalist for our taste. Russia? They wouldn’t, would they? They would and they did. Obama had no third option to 
take and the problem grew worse and worse. Russia reared its head and is now ready to start exercis-ing a sphere of influence again at the worst possible time. Syria’s atrocities reach us daily, and for the longest time we chose not to get involved just to make sure that we didn’t quagmire ourselves and make something even worse happen. And now the person we have in charge of this is someone who is not ready. Trump is not emotion-ally ready. He is not morally ready. He is not intellectually ready. He never has been. He never will be. He shouldn’t have this job. Hillary Clinton would have favored action, which may have lead to a disaster, but she would, at the very least, have a plan and she would be ready to execute it after long con-sideration and consultations with Congress. She would have faced Putin down; Trump was afraid of him. We still would not have had 
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Are you going to order pizza from the Corner Store?
PHOTO POLL Luke PayneStaff Photographer
“I would! It’s cheaper than, say, 
Dominos. I wish they’d sell 
slices at the café, though.”
—Mike Gans
“The price isn’t too bad! 
Maybe I’d get one on a 
desperate night.”
—Nebal Maysaud
“I probably wouldn’t. Culinary 
cash is already too inflated.”
—Aaron Phalin
“Nope. No way is that gonna 
happen.” 
—Maureen Marshall
“I’m loyal to Pizza Hut. ” 
—Allie Horton
“My friend got one the other day 
and I tried it. If I want pizza from 
the Commons, I’d just get a 
clamshell.”
—Kate Youdell
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continued from page 11a New American Century but we could have done a decent job with this one. Now, we have nothing to pre-pare us, and it seems like we are going to be dragged into yet another quagmire. Trump was 
elected in part because he did not seem like a warhawk (as the other GOP candidates were) but the kind who would just bomb and leave: no commitment. Now he is going neocon, and even his own base is furious. He will fail 
no matter what he does, but once again, Trump will drag us down with him, all because of American ego. We could do better than this. After Trump, let’s hope we will.
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